Your organization is invited to join the 

FRIENDS OF GLOBAL BLOOD FUND

About Global Blood Fund (GBF)

Global Blood Fund (GBF) is a non-profit supporting blood services in low and middle-income countries. In poorer communities, blood is often unsafe or simply not there for those in need, leading to hundreds of thousands of unnecessary deaths each year. We believe our industry has a collective responsibility to help tackle these global inequalities.

Benefits of participation

We will acknowledge your support at the level selected and together showcase your friendship to the wider blood banking community. More importantly, you are resourcing programs that make a real difference in global transfusion care.

What becoming a friend involves

Our work is possible only with the support of organizations like yours. In becoming a friend, you commit to providing an annual donation for at least two years at the level you select. All donations are tax-deductible.

Thank you for your support

Please email info@globalbloodfund.org for further information or to request a donation form.
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Friend of Global Blood Fund

THANK YOU

FOR YOUR SUPPORT IN TACKLING INEQUALITIES IN GLOBAL BLOOD SAFETY AND SUFFICIENCY.
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